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SMUT AND DEATH IN THE WOODS –
A SIGN OF GOOD THINGS TO COME?

Phallus impudicus

  
The stinkhorn or Phallus impudicus lives up to both its English and scientific names on every level

Death caps, blushers and destroying angels are up – Amanitas are good indicators the Boletes are on their way

Wow! What a year for stinkhorns! This aptly-named mushroom ( ) can 
be both stunningly smelly and positively pornographic in appearance. It is also reputedly 
edible in its egg-like first stages (see below right, where, alongside the fully-grown 
specimen is an ‘egg’ cut in two lying alongside an emerging mushroom). In fact, at least 
one regular reader has tried them. I have to confess the lukewarm write-ups and its final 
smell and appearance have deterred me from experimenting so far. 

That said, it is supposedly an aphrodisiac, but as with a tiger’s penis or ginseng, this is 
probably more closely linked to its future shape than any genuine pharmacological 
effect. More certain, however, is its ingenious answer to the general fungal reproductive 
dilemma: how do you spread your spores widely when close to the ground and in the 
relatively draught-free atmosphere of a wood? The stinkhorn solves this by smelling of 
rotting meat. This attracts flies which then head off through the undergrowth, carrying 
the spores on their feet and proboscis. 

Another encouraging sign for the forthcoming season are emergeant Amanitas. This 
family obviously contains two (arguably three) of the deadliest species known to man, 
but it also has half a dozen edible/interesting members which are far more common. All 
Amanitas, however, normally presage the emergence of the main boleti crop, so I am 
upbeat about the next couple of months. 



There are a few porcini around at the moment, although their presence is patchy. I went 
to two woods on Sunday, both apparently identical in terms of maturity, tree species and 
altitude – and only three miles apart. In the first we picked 5kg of prime cepes in half an 
hour, in the second there was virtually nothing (apart from a few hedgehogs). 

This isn’t too serious: it’s still very early. Yes, last year we had bumper crops in August 
and early September, but by the time we got to the normal peak of the harvest (early 
October), they had shot their bolt. This was obviously mildly disappointing for those 
forayers who came on my late-season breaks (although they all found at least 
something). This year, however, it looks as if things are reasserting themselves and the 
normal season is likely to come to the fore again. 

  

And on that note, I have now finalised my dates for the season ahead. Details are on the 

website, but in addition to the two-day break on 5 – 7 October, I have one day breaks 

targeted at adults (although children and dogs are still welcome) on 24 September and 

1, 2, 15 October (£50 per person, £25 for children – includes three course buffet meal, 

drinks and knife or mushroom guide). Alternatively, there are three breaks specifically 

aimed at families, 25 September and 24 and 25 October (half term). These include a 

three course buffet meal (with child-friendly options), limited additional childcare and a 

laminated collecting sheet for the children. They cost £40 for adults, £15 for children, 
with discounts for family groups of four or more.  

Mushroom hunting is the ultimate in family-friendly activities



The very final note, however, is that I have joined the twitterati. I don’t quite know what 

this means, whether I will keep it up – or, for that matter, how you find me, but the 

name is danielbutler11. Some of you will know what to do with this information, no 
doubt there will be more news to follow for the rest . . .   

All the best – and happy hunting!

Daniel Butler 
01597 811168 / 0779 429 4221
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